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South Yorkshire Local Resilience
Forum (LRF) is a true
multiagency partnership
comprising membership from
local public services including
“Blue Light” emergency services,
local authorities, the NHS, Public
Health England, the Environment
Agency and others. These are
known as “Category 1
Responders” under the Civil
Contingencies Act (CCA) 2004.

military and the voluntary sector.

We work to identify potential
risks, and we produce
multiagency emergency plans to
either prevent or mitigate the
impact of such risks in South
Yorkshire.
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Our partnership includes a very
wide range of “Category 2
Responders” such as transport
and utility owner/operators, and
additional partners such as the

We plan and exercise together to
build multiagency relationships,
and it is these relationships which
are our strength.
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Our role is to plan and prepare
for localised incidents and
emergencies.

Our governance
We are headed by our LRF
Strategic Meeting, which is held
quarterly and attended by a
strategic leader from each of our
partners.
Chaired to December 2019 by
James Courtney, Chief Fire
Officer from South Yorkshire Fire
& Rescue, the baton then passed
to Matthew Gladstone, Executive
Director of Place from Barnsley
Council.

Business Management Group is
the “engine room” of our LRF,
where tactical leads from each of
our partners prepare our range of
emergency plans and exercises
to ensure we are better prepared
to respond to local emergencies.
We are supported by an LRF
Secretariat, funded by 8 LRF
partners.
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This report outlines the
range of activities
undertaken by our LRF to
ensure that South
Yorkshire is better
prepared to respond to and
recover from local
emergencies. We monitor
and report on our LRF
Business Plan throughout
the year.

Vision: A single Civil Protection framework that is
proactive, preventative and resilient against all identified
hazards or threats in South Yorkshire.
Mission: To deliver the duties within the Civil
Contingencies Act 2004, enabling South Yorkshire to be
better prepared to respond to and recover from
emergencies.
Aims:
 Undertake Risk Assessment
 Ensure Preparedness
 Provide Capability

Covid-19 multiagency response
The global Covid-19
pandemic was an
unprecedented emergency,
resulting in a national
lockdown from 23 March
2020.
To ensure we were ready to
respond, a multiagency
Strategic Assessment
Meeting was held on 12
February 2020 to obtain
oversight of multiagency
preparedness & challenges.

workshop reviewed the LRF
pandemic influenza risk
assessment, reviewed
partner organisational plans
and their links into the LRF
Pandemic Influenza
Framework, considered the
roles and responsibilities of
individual organisations in an
influenza pandemic, and
identified any gaps to be
addressed and additional
national information /
guidance required.

our strategy, which is driven
by our strategic threat and
risk assessment. By the end
of this reporting period (31
March 2020) we were
holding daily SCG meetings,
and had established a range
of multiagency Cells to
support our response. These
cover such areas as
humanitarian assistance,
health, social care, PPE,
testing & tracing,
communications, and data.

We complemented this with
a very well attended
multiagency Pandemic
Influenza Workshop. The

Since then we have run
Strategic Coordinating
Group (SCG) meetings on a
flexible frequency linked to

Our multiagency Covid-19
response continues,
supported by multiagency
recovery arrangements.

Our response to Covid-19 has
been, and continues to be, a true
multiagency effort.
Huge thanks to Military Planners,
who joined us to support our local
response (suitably sociallydistanced, of course).
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Community Hubs and Volunteering
At the heart of the Covid-19
pandemic are the
communities we serve.
From the very beginning, our
strategy has been focussed
on saving lives, minimising
the impact of Covid-19 in
South Yorkshire, and
support recovery to a new
normality.
We set up a Humanitarian
Assistance Cell comprised of
Local Authorities, local
Voluntary & Community
Sector organisations, and a
range of other LRF partners.

To support those Shielding
from Covid-19, each Local
Authority established
Community Hubs, providing
access to emergency food
parcels, delivering
medication, and connecting
people to volunteers to
combat isolation.
Each Hub offered a helpline
and online access,
connecting vulnerable
people directly with Council
and Voluntary & Community
Sector services.
Voluntary, Community &
Faith Groups have been
absolutely fundamental in
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supporting vulnerable people
throughout the pandemic,
and continue to do so.
We have also seen many
examples of communities
coming together to support
each other – doing shopping,
dog walking, collecting
prescriptions, and even
tending the allotments of
those Shielding. Much of the
activity was generated from
within our communities, but
our Community Hubs played
a big part in joining up those
who needed help with local
volunteers, and supporting
new local groups.

A hub of distribution
At the end of March our LRF
was notified that we would
be receiving our first national
delivery of Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE)
into South Yorkshire.
We established a distribution
hub overnight at a site
generously offered by South
Yorkshire Fire & Rescue.
It was there that Military
Planners and Fire & Rescue
Service staff broke down the
PPE supplies received, and
delivered them on to the
local authorities in Barnsley,
Doncaster, Rotherham and
Sheffield for distribution to
front line workers.
Within hours, tens of
thousands of pieces of PPE
were on their way to social
care teams across the
county.
Health and social care
workers are right on the
frontline of caring for some
of the most vulnerable and
isolated people in our

communities, so we were
pleased to be able to play a
part in getting this equipment
to the staff who needed it.

ensure that our hardworking
frontline staff had the PPE
they need to support our
communities.

The Chief Fire Officer
reflected “I’m proud of our
staff for stepping up at short
notice to make it happen and
understanding the important
role the fire and rescue
service can play in
supporting our partners and
our communities.”

In the early stages of the
pandemic when PPE was
scare across the country,
Mutual Aid was key to
keeping frontline workers
safe. LRF partners,
businesses, and members of
the community all pitched in,
donating PPE.

Over the next few months,
2.6 million pieces of
nationally-provided PPE
were distributed to the
frontline.

Being willing to provide
Mutual Aid is an important
part of being an LRF partner.
As an example, during the
pandemic South Yorkshire
Fire & Rescue delivered
9,000 prescriptions, trained
with Yorkshire Ambulance
Service to help with hospital
trips, made 200 food parcel
deliveries to food banks, and
made over 1,200 welfare
calls to those who may be
vulnerable.

We established a PPE Cell
to ensure tracking of this
vital equipment, and we also
made the decision to procure
together as an LRF for
additional vital life-saving
PPE. We established a
County-wide procurement
and distribution hub, and by
the end of the first wave of
Covid had purchased 3
months of PPE supply to
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Pictured below – our first
delivery of national PPE.

Key points:


Just under 300
people rescued
over 5 days.



20 multiagency
SCGs.



9 days of
multiagency
response.



2 military
deployments.



363 million litres
of water pumped
from flood hit
areas by Fire &
Rescue in 6 days.



3 COBR
meetings.



Visit from the
Prime Minister.



40 tonnes of
aggregate to
build a causeway
in Bentley.





Worst-affected
area was
Doncaster: Over
4,000 homes
evacuated, 716
residential
properties
flooded, 142
businesses
flooded,
thousands of
hectares of
farmland flooded.
£4m damage to
highway
infrastructure.

Flooding – November 2019
On 07 November 2019, LRF
partners came together in a
Strategic Coordinating Group
(SCG) to coordinate the
multiagency response to
catastrophic flooding in South
Yorkshire.

and deploying the Light
Dragoons to protect areas of
Doncaster from additional
flooding from further rainfall.

Over 9 days 20 SCGs were held,
coordinating the multiagency
response to severe (risk to life)
flooding, evacuation of residential
properties, shelter of those
evacuated, rescue of stranded
persons, and road & rail closures.

We participated in 3 calls with
COBR, coordinated a
multiagency media strategy, and
high-profile visits.

The village of Fishlake was fully
evacuated, with flooding up to
chest height within 45 minutes.
Military colleagues
supported our
response, deploying
a Chinook helicopter
to shore up Bentley
Pumping Station,

We established multiagency
recovery arrangements whilst the
response was still ongoing, and
formally closed the response on
Friday 15 November 2020. A
multiagency debrief followed.

Affected
communities
came together to
support each
other.

Multiagency
coordination of
humanitarian,
infrastructure &
economic
recovery via a
Recovery
Coordinating
Group (RCG).

Operation
Duxford, which
ran in Fishlake
on Friday 15
November 2020,
saw multiagency
engagement
activity with the
local community.
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Brexit preparedness
LRF multiagency preparation for
Brexit began in December 2018,
and continued through to the
Withdrawal Agreement coming
into force on 31 January 2020.

community safety.
We made regular reports on our
activity to our Lead Government
Department, the Ministry for
Housing, Communities & Local
Government.
We flexed our approach to match
the risks at each stage of the
UK’s withdrawal from the EU,
with Strategic Coordinating
Groups held on a frequency
between monthly and weekly.

We developed local planning
assumptions and exercised
together in preparation.
Throughout the year we regularly
reviewed strategic risks
associated with Brexit, including
Borders, transport, utilities, food,
health, social care, and

One of our key duties is to warn
and inform the public, and we
developed a public-facing
summary of the potential local
impacts of a No Deal Brexit with
links to further information. This
was publicised by LRF partners.
We continue to plan together for
the end of the Transition period
on 31 December 2020.

Exercise Gold Rush
Our main strategic exercise of
the year was Exercise Gold
Rush. Held on 15 October 2019
and attended by 64 delegates
from across our LRF partners,
the aim was to exercise our Utility
Failure Plan at a strategic level.
In the scenario, a wide scale
power outage affected South
Yorkshire, causing significant
impacts on water supplies and
the telecoms infrastructure, and
resulting in significant Business
Continuity challenges.




A Communications Cell Exercise;
A Report Writer Exercise.

In the debrief, delegates
evaluated that they had
benefitted from the opportunity to
practice a realistic and timepressured response to a
widespread power outage
incident.

In the past year we
have come together
with our partner LRFs
across Yorkshire &
the Humber to
exercise our plans for
a “No Deal” Brexit.
We have also come
together regionally to
train on and exercise
our response to a
catastrophic
telecoms failure.
LRF Chairs from the
38 LRFs across
England attend
national meetings
hosted by the
Ministry for Housing,
Communities & Local
Government.
The Yorkshire &
Humber LRF
Secretariats meet
regularly to share
good practice and
learning.
We are also part of a
broader regional
collaboration across
Category 2
organisations.
We have established
a strong relationship
this year with the
charity “Business in
the Community”, who
add to our
multiagency toolkit of
support options.

3 different exercises were in play
at the using the same scenario:


Emergencies do not
respect LRF
boundaries, and so
regional collaboration
is important to our
emergency
preparedness.

A Strategic/SCG Exercise;
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A range of responses
We have continued
to update and add
to our range of
multiagency
emergency
response plans.
In the last year we
have developed a
new Tactical
Responders Guide,
a protocol for
establishing a
Transport Cell
during an
emergency, and
written a brand new
Cyber Plan
following release of
national guidance
for LRFs.
We have also
refreshed a range
of existing plans
with learning from
training, from
exercises, and from
shared learning
from other LRFs.

LRF partners have come
together over the past year to
prepare for a range of incidents.
We are part of a national group
reviewing the likely local impact
of HS2.
Partners have delivered
significant emergency
preparedness activity for our two
large cycle races in South
Yorkshire this year – the Tour de
Yorkshire in May 2019, and the
UCI Road World Cycling
Championships in September
2019.

The weather has thrown a lot at
us this year, and our Adverse
Weather Plan has been used in
our multiagency preparedness
activity for Storm Ciara and
Storm Dennis, and also for the
hot weather in July 2019 when
Sheffield broke their temperature
record (up from 34.3 to 35.6).

Winter preparedness is a topic
we consider every year, and we
undertook an assurance exercise
in Autumn 2019 to review
multiagency planning and
preparedness for winter – from
icy roads to influenza.
The multiagency effort led to two
very successful events.

Learning from
incidents is critical,
and so we have
developed a
multiagency debrief
protocol which
supports shared
learning.
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Warning & Informing
Our Warning & Informing Group
has had a busy year. Chaired by
the Head of Communications for
South Yorkshire Police, the
Group has formed
Communications Cells to
coordinate a multiagency
communications strategy for a
range of local incidents including
Brexit, the catastrophic flooding
of South Yorkshire in November
2019, and, most recently, in
response to the global Covid-19
pandemic.
The Group exercised a

Communications Cell together in
October 2019 as part of Exercise
Gold Rush and explored the
challenges of communicating
during a power outage.
We launched a new LRF website
during the year. Hosted by South
Yorkshire Police, it provides
members of the public with
information on the LRF and the
key risks faced by South
Yorkshire:
https://www.southyorkshire.police
.uk/find-out/south-yorkshireresilience-forum/

Our Business
Management
Group has a
range of Sub
Groups to support
delivery of our
objectives.
These are:
Risk Management
& Planning Group
Training & Exercise
Group
Warning &
Informing Group
Human Aspects
Group

Approach to risk
Multiagency LRF resources must
be prioritised to the risks which
are most likely to impact South
Yorkshire. Our Risk Management

& Planning Group is responsible
for producing and updating our
Community Risk Register, which
drives our LRF activity.

We also establish
task-specific
groups to
progress specific
areas of work.

Learning together
We believe that training and
exercising together builds
relationships, puts us on the front
foot when responding together to
a local emergency, and makes us
stronger as a partnership.
In the past year, strategic leaders
have come together for a Gold
Symposium training session
which acts as an induction to the
LRF, and also accessed a locally
delivered Multi Agency Gold
Incident Commanders (MAGIC)
course to prepare them for their
role in commanding the local
response to emergencies.

Business Continuity
Group

Strategic leaders also attended
a regional EU Exit exercise in
September 2019, and our big
exercise of the year was Exercise
Gold Rush which exercised our
response to a prolonged regional
power outage.
Our Tactical leaders have also
benefitted from learning
opportunities at both a regional
Resilient Telecoms Workshop on
30 June 2019, and a South
Yorkshire Pandemic Influenza
Workshop on 12 February 2020.
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